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Abstract: Free space optical (FSO) communication has emerged to provide line of sight
connectivity and higher throughput over unlicensed optical spectrums. Cognitive radio (CR),
on the other hand, can utilize the radio frequency (RF) spectrum and allow a secondary user
(SU) to share the same spectrum with the primary user (PU) as long as the SU does not
impose interference on the PU. Owing to the potential of these emerging technologies, to
provide full spectrum efficiency, this paper focuses on the mixed CR RF-FSO transmission
scheme, where RF communication is employed at one hop followed by the FSO transmis-
sion on the other hop in a dual-hop decode-and-forward (DF) configuration. To quantify
the performance of the proposed scheme, closed form error probability is derived over
Rayleigh/Exponentiated Weibull (EW) fading distributions by considering the statistical and
instantaneous feedback channel of the primary network. We also employed an asymptotic
analysis to illustrate the diversity gain of the overall system. We believe that the proposed
scheme can be applicable to the 5G+ networks where an unlicensed university student
connects to the home computer with the aid of an FSO path.

Index Terms: Cognitive radio, free space optical communication, error probability, expo-
nentiated weibull fading.

1. Introduction
Wireless traffic has been increasing at an accelerating rate over the past several years as the
number of wireless devices has been proliferating. The increase in wireless devices and overall
data traffic poses the problem of spectrum scarcity, which is due to the underutilization of the
wireless spectrum [1]. To solve this spectrum utilization problem and to meet the demand for
reliable, fast and ubiquitous mobile communication, several promising technologies have recently
emerged. Among them, cognitive radio (CR) and free space optical (FSO) communication have
attracted considerable interest. CR works by enabling the spectrum sharing paradigm to utilize
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the wireless spectrum, whereas FSO provides line of sight connectivity over unlicensed optical
spectrums with Gigabit throughput and inherent security.

In CR, a spectrum sharing paradigm is enabled so that an unlicensed user can share the same
spectrum with the licensed user [2]. The CR technology can be realized with different spectrum
sharing modes. In the underlay mode, which is arguably the most practical, the secondary user
(SU) shares the same spectrum with the primary user (PU) as long as the SU related interference
remains below a predefined range [3], [4]. To leverage the advantages of CR and to provide
reliable communication with utmost coverage for wireless users, relay aided transmission has
received considerable attention in recent years [5]. In relay aided transmission, relays can either
use amplify-and-forward (AF) or decode-and-forward (DF) protocols to transmit the source signal
to the destination node [6]. In the literature, relay aided CR technology has been frequently studied
in [7]–[9] and the references therein.

As for FSO systems, these have been shown to alleviate the spectrum utilization problem in
wireless systems by providing secure and reliable communication over unlicensed optical spec-
trums [10], [11]. On account of this potential, FSO systems can be used in campus connectivity,
video monitoring, security issues and broadcasting in special events like sports and ceremonies
in 5G+ networks [12], [13]. Despite its numerous advantages, the performance of optical wireless
communication can be severely degraded by atmospheric turbulence induced fading, which can
be modeled with Gamma-Gamma (GG), Log-normal, K and Exponentiated Weibull (EW) fading
channels, depending on the severity of the atmospheric turbulence [14]. For example, Log-normal
is used for weak turbulence affects, K can model strong atmospheric conditions and GG can be
used for specific aperture sizes. Unlike these models, EW fading can be adopted in all atmospheric
weather conditions along with various aperture sizes [15], [16].

To reduce the severe effects of turbulence and to address the problem of last mile connectivity
in backbone networks, FSO systems can be employed with an RF counterpart in a dual-hop
configuration. The so-called mixed RF-FSO communication can reap the advantages of FSO
systems while dealing with the atmospheric turbulence induced fading. Due to this potential, there
has been a growing interest in mixed RF-FSO systems in the literature. Specifically, [17] and [18]
considered mixed RF-FSO systems for variable AF relaying where important system parameters
including outage probability (OP) and error probability (EP) were derived for GG and M fading
channels, respectively. Most recently, [19] elaborated the hybrid DF RF-FSO relaying for supporting
mobile communication, [20] investigated DF RF-FSO relaying and performed precise analyses
for modulation-detection schemes including heterodyne detection and intensity modulation-direct
detection. Moreover, DF and AF RF-FSO relaying schemes were also considered for EW fading
channels in [21]–[23] and the references therein.

Another line of research in mixed RF-FSO systems has focused on mixed CR RF-FSO trans-
mission. In CR RF-FSO transmission, a secondary source node working in the underlay mode
seeks to transmit information to the destination node with the aid of an optical path connected to
the backbone network. For this set-up, [24] investigated the DF CR RF-FSO scheme where outage
probability was obtained and diversity analysis was conducted for Nakagami-m/GG fading chan-
nels, whereas [25] and [26] investigated the MIMO CR RF-FSO relaying where various diversity
techniques were enabled at the RF path, and important system indicators were obtained in the
presence of practical channel imperfections like nodes mobility. Moreover, [27] considered different
interference cancellation techniques at the RF side for the AF CR RF-FSO scheme and derived
outage probability for Rayleigh/GG fading. Finally, [28] was investigated DF CR RF-FSO relaying for
Nakagami-m/EW fading channels where outage probability and ergodic capacity were derived for a
mean-value power allocation scheme without considering the instantaneous interference channel
of the primary network (PN).

1.1 Motivation and Contributions

As the aforementioned studies show, the current literature is limited with regard to GG fading at
the FSO path, and almost all existing works have focused on the outage probability analysis as
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TABLE 1

Literature About CR RF-FSO Systems

shown in Table 1. Specifically, [25] considered only GG fading channel and provided a simple
analysis for the asymptotic error floor by considering only CR RF transmission and hence, the
authors neglected the impact of the FSO path. On the other hand, [24], [26]–[28] studied the outage
probability performance of the CR RF-FSO scheme without considering the error probability anal-
ysis. Moreover, primary-secondary interference has not been considered in the aforementioned
works, and none of them have studied both instantaneous and statistical power allocation methods
together for the CR RF-FSO scheme. Motivated by the wide use of the RF-FSO scheme and to
fill in the gap in the literature, we considered a DF RF-FSO scheme for Rayleigh/EW fading model
where EP expressions are obtained by considering both the statistical and instantaneous feedback
channel of the PN. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

� First time in the literature, we considered CR RF-FSO relaying over Rayleigh/EW fading chan-
nels, where a tractable closed-form EP expression was obtained considering both statistical
and instantaneous feedback channel of the PN. The results show that instantaneous power
allocation slightly outperforms in the low SNR regime.

� To present further insight about the impact of RF and FSO system parameters, we investigated
the overall diversity of the proposed scheme by pursuing asymptotic EP analysis. High SNR
analysis shows that the overall diversity of the CR RF-FSO scheme depends on both optical
and RF fading severity, and it is independent from the PN.

� Different from the CR RF-FSO literature, the impact of primary-secondary interference on the
secondary network was investigated and EP was derived. Please note that, almost all the
works in the current literature have neglected the primary-secondary interference, which can
be crucial for the performance of the secondary network.

2. Signal and System Model
In this section, we consider a dual-hop underlay RF-FSO network, where a secondary source S
seeks to communicate with a destination D over a relay terminal R in two phases. We assume that
the direct path between S and D is not available due to non line-of-sight connectivity. It is important
to mention that the proposed underlay RF-FSO architecture can remedy the problem of spectrum
utilization in wireless systems. More precisely, CR technology can utilize the spectrum at the RF
side while FSO allows license free spectrum with Gigabit data rates.

In this way, the proposed scheme, which is drawn in Fig. 1, can be viable for 5G+ networks, where
an unlicensed university student (user) attempts to communicate with a destination node like a
home computer over an FSO path in the backbone network. This figure illustrates that a secondary
user is working in the underlay fashion without causing any interference to the primary base station.
In the meanwhile, the FSO transceiver, deployed at the rooftop of the buildings, transferring the
source information to the destination node. The following subsections present cognitive RF and
FSO transmissions respectively.

2.1 Cognitive RF Transmission

In the underlay RF transmission, S transmits its information to R while adhering the interfer-
ence power constraints of the (PN). In this process, the, the transmit power at S is set to
PS = min(Qp/|hS,P |2, Pmax) [7], where Qp is the maximum tolerable interference power, hS,P is the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the CR RF-FSO relaying scheme where an unlicensed user connects to the
destination node over the FSO path without causing interference to the primary network.

RF interference channel between S and primary receiver P and Pmax is the maximum available
power in the secondary network. To simplify the analysis, S can be taken as a stationary station
with unlimited power, e.g., Pmax → ∞ [29]. In this case, PS can be given as PS = Qp/|hS,P |2. Following
the interference limitations of the PN, the received signal at R can be expressed as

yS,R =
√

QP/|hS,P |2hS,RxS + nR, (1)

where hS,R is the channel coefficient between S → R path, nR is the additive white Gaussian with N0

one sided power spectral density, and xS is the source signal.

2.2 FSO Transmission

In the second phase, R first uses a band-pass filter to remove the DC components of the received
signal. Next, it detects the source signal, modulates it with binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
modulation, and forwards it to destination after proper biasing. At D, the photocurrent converts
the optical signal to an electrical one, and the received signal can be written as

yR,D = ζ
√

PRIR,Dx̄S + nD, (2)

where x̄S is the detected source signal at R, nD is the additive white Gaussian with N0 one sided
power spectral density, IR,D is optical channel gain, 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1 is the electrical-optical conversion
ratio, and PR is the relay power. In DF relaying, the end-to-end instantaneous SNR can be expressed
as

γe2e = min
(
γS,R, γR,D

)
, (3)

where γS,R = QP
N0

|hS,R |2
|hS,P |2 and γR,D = ζ 2PR

I2R,D

N0
.
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3. Statistical Properties of the Fading Channels
3.1 Fading Statistics of the Underlay RF Channel

In this section, we assume that S → R and S → P paths follow Rayleigh distribution. In the underlay
paradigm, the CDF of γS,R can be expressed as [30]

FγS,R (γ ) =
∫ ∞

0
F|hS,R |2

(
xγ

�

)
f|hS,P |2 (x )dx, (4)

where � = QP
N0

is the average SNR of the first hop, F|hS,R |2 (x ) is the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of |hS,R|2 and f|hS,P |2 (x ) is the probability density function (PDF) of |hS,P |2. As both S → R and
S → P paths are modeled with Rayleigh fading, the F|hS,R |2 ( xγ

�
) and, f|hS,P |2 (x ) can be given as

F|hS,R |2
(

xγ

�

)
= 1 − exp

(
− xγ

�

)

f|hS,P |2 (x ) = exp(−x ). (5)

By substituting (5) into (4), FγS,R (γ ) can be expressed as [31]

FγS,R (γ ) = 1 − 1
1 + γ /�

. (6)

3.2 Fading Statistics of the FSO Channel

As the FSO path is modeled with EW fading, PDF and CDF of the R → D path can be written
as [15], [16]

fhR,D (I) = αβ

η

(
I
η

)β−1

exp

[
−
(

I
η

)β](
1 − exp

[
−
(

I
η

)β])α−1

, I > 0 (7)

and

FhR,D (I) =
(

1 − exp

[
−
(

I
η

)β])α

, (8)

where α, β are the shape parameters and η is the scale parameter. With the aid of [32], the CDF
of γR,D can be given as

FγR,D (γ ) =
∞∑

ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]
, (9)

where γ̄R,D = ζ 2 PR
N0

is the average SNR of the R → D path. With the aid of (3), the CDF of e2e SNR
can be expressed as

Fγe2e (γ ) = FγS,R (γ ) + FγR,D (γ ) − FγS,R (γ )FγR,D (γ ), (10)

and Fγe2e (γ ) can be obtained easily by substituting (6) and (9) into (10).

4. Error Probability Analysis
Error probability (EP) is one of the most important performance indicators in wireless systems, and
it can reveal a lot about the nature of the system behavior. EP can be represented by the following
generic formula [33] for many modulation formats including coherent and differential BPSK as

Ps(e) = ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]Fγe2e (γ )dγ , (11)
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TABLE 2

Modulation Parameters

where p and ϕ are parameters related to different modulation types, which are given in Table 2, and

(·) denotes the Gamma function [34, eqn. (8.339.1)].

4.1 Closed-Form Error Probability Analysis

Here, we first need to find a closed form EP expression. To do so, we substitute (6) and (9) into
(11) and obtain Ps(e) as

Ps(e) = ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]

(
1 − 1

1 + γ /�

)
dγ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1

+ ϕ p

2
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ] exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]

dγ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2

− ϕ p

2
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]

(
1 − 1

1 + γ /�

)
exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]

dγ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3

.

(12)

Thereby, it can be expressed as

Ps(e) = I1 + I2 − I3. (13)

Next, we derive I1, I2 and I3.
4.1.1 Derivation of I1: We first invoke the expression (1 − 1

1+γ /�
) = γ

�+γ
into I1 and obtain

I1 = ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p exp[−ϕγ ]

(
1

� + γ

)
dγ . (14)

Then, with the aid of [34, eqn. (3.383.10)], I1 can be obtained as

I1 = p
2

(
�ϕ

)p
exp

[
�ϕ

]


[

− p,�ϕ
]
, (15)

where 
[·, ·] denotes the incomplete Gamma function [34, eqn. (8.350.1)].
4.1.2 Derivation of I2: We first express I2 as

I2 = ϕ p

2
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ] exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]

dγ . (16)

Then, we invoke exp[−ϕγ ] = G1,0
0,1[ϕγ |−

0
] [35, eqn. (01.03.26.0004.01)] into I2 as

I2 = ϕ p

2
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1G1,0

0,1

[
ϕγ

∣∣∣∣
−
0

]
exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]

dγ . (17)
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Then, by applying the transformation x = ρ( 1
η2γ̄R,D

)
β

2 γ β/2 into (17), with the aid of exp[−x] =
G1,0

0,1[x|−
0

], we obtain

I2 = ϕ p

β
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

(
η2γ̄R,D

ρ2/β

)p ∫ ∞

0
x

2
β

p−1G1,0
0,1

[
ϕ

(
η2γ̄R,D

ρ2/β

)
x2/β

∣∣∣∣
−
0

]
G1,0

0,1

[
x

∣∣∣∣
−
0

]
dx, (18)

and the above integral can be obtained by using [35, eqn. (07.34.21.0012.01)] as

I2 = ϕ p

β
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

(
η2γ̄R,D

ρ2/β

)p

H1,1
1,1

[
ϕ

(
η2γ̄R,D

ρ2/β

)∣∣∣∣∣

(
1 − 2p

β
, 2

β

)

(0, 1)

]
, (19)

where Hc,d
a,b [·|·] denotes the Fox-H function [36].

4.1.3 Derivation of I3: It is important to mention that I3 can not be evaluated in a closed form
solution to the best of our knowledge. However, an approximate result can be obtained by applying
some theoretical manipulations. First, we express (1 − 1

1+γ /�
) = γ

�
(1 + γ

�
)−1. Then, by using the

observation of (1 + γ

�
)−1 ≈ 1 − γ

�
in I3, we can express it in a more tractable form as

I3 = ϕ p

2�
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

∫ ∞

0
γ p exp[−ϕγ ] exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]

dγ

− ϕ p

2� 2
(p)

∞∑
ρ=0

(
α

ρ

)
(−1)ρ

∫ ∞

0
γ p+1 exp[−ϕγ ] exp

[
− ρ

(
γ

η2γ̄R,D

) β

2
]

dγ . (20)

Hence, the closed form solution of the above integral can be easily obtained as given in
Section 4.1.2. It is also worth noting that at medium and high SNRs, I3 → 0 [37]. Thereby, Ps(e)
can be approximately written as

Ps(e) ≈ I1 + I2. (21)

4.2 Asymptotic Error Probability Analysis

At high SNR, the EP can be expressed as

P∞
s (e) = ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]F∞

γS,R
(γ )dγ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4

+ ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]F∞

γR,D
(γ )dγ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I5

. (22)

Invoking the Taylor series expansion of (1 + t )−a = 1 − at + · · · + a(a+1)···(a+n−1)
n! t n into I4, then by

substituting the high SNR assumption of exp(−x/a) ≈ 1 − x/a into I5 and after omitting the small
valued terms, we obtain P∞

s (e) as

P∞
s (e) = ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]

(
γ

�

)
dγ + ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ]

(
1
η

√
γ

γ̄R,D

)αβ

dγ . (23)

By evaluating the above integral with the aid of [34, eqn. (3.381.4)], P∞
s (e) can be obtained as

P∞
s (e) = p

2ϕ�
+



(

p + αβ

2

)
ϕ−αβ/2

2
(p)(η2γ̄R,D )αβ/2
. (24)
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If we assume γ̄ = κ1� = κ2γ̄R,D, where κ1 and κ2 are positive constants, we obtain P∞
s (e) as

P∞
s (e) = A

2

(
1
γ̄

)min(1,αβ/2)

, (25)

where A is

A =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

κ1 p
2ϕ

, 1 < αβ/2

κ1 p
2ϕ

+
κ2


(
p+ αβ

2

)
ϕ−αβ/2

2
(p)(η)αβ 1 = αβ/2

κ2


(
p+ αβ

2

)
ϕ−αβ/2

2
(p)(η)αβ , 1 > αβ/2.

(26)

The above expression shows that the overall diversity gain of the proposed scheme is Gd =
min(1, αβ/2). It is important to note that αβ/2 < 1 in the presence of high turbulence fading for
point-like apertures.

4.3 Error Probability Analysis in the Presence of Limited Feedback

In underlay CR networks, the transmit power is given as PS = Qp/|hS,P |2 to adhere to interference
power limitations of the PU, as described in Section 2.1. However, this approach may not be
practical when hS,P varies rapidly, and in some circumstances it may present a huge feedback
burden as it is hard to know the instantaneous feedback gain. To lower the feedback burden and
prevent feedback errors, mean-value (MV) power allocation (also known as limited feedback), which
uses the MV of the feedback gain, can be adopted in CR networks [38]. In MV power allocation,
the transmit power at S can be written as PS = min(Qp/E [|hS,P |2], Pmax), where E [·] denotes the
expectation operator and Pmax is the maximal available power in the secondary network. It is
important to note that Q̄p = Qp/N0 and P̄max = Pmax/N0. In this regard, the CDF of γS,R can be
expressed as

F LF
γS,R

(γ ) = 1 − exp

[
− γ

min(Q̄p/E [|hS,P |2], P̄max)

]
. (27)

By substituting F LF
γS,R

(γ ) into I1, with a few manipulations, we obtain

ILF
1 = 1

2
− ϕ p

2
(p)

∫ ∞

0
γ p−1 exp[−ϕγ ] exp

[
− γ

min(Q̄p/E [|hS,P |2], P̄max)

]
dγ . (28)

With the aid of [34, eqn. (3.381.4)], the above expression can be given as

ILF
1 = 1

2
− ϕ p

2

(
1

min(Q̄p/E [|hS,P |2], P̄max)
+ ϕ

)−p

. (29)

and EP in the presence of limited feedback can be obtained by substituting (29) and (19) into (21).

4.4 Error Probability Analysis in the Presence of Primary-Secondary Interference

In CR networks, the interference caused by the secondary network can be mitigated by applying
appropriate power allocation schemes. However, the secondary communication can be severely
affected by the primary interference. In this section, we investigate the impact of primary-secondary
interference on the secondary network by considering statistical power allocation, and derive
effective EP. In the presence of primary-secondary interference, the signal-to-interference-noise
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Fig. 2. Error probability performance of the proposed network for instantaneous feedback channel under
moderate turbulence conditions.

ratio (SINR) at the S → R path can be expressed as

γ ef
S,R = γS,R

1 + γI
, (30)

where γS,R = min(Q̄p/E [|hS,P |2], P̄max)|hS,R|2 and γI = PI
N0

|hI|2 is the interference caused by the PN.
Please note that PI is the power of the PN and hI is the Rayleigh distributed interference channel
between the primary transmitter and R. With the aid of [39], the CDF of γ ef

S,R can be expressed as

Fγ ef
S,R

(γ ) =
∫ ∞

0
F LF
γS,R

((x + 1)γ )fγI (x )dx, (31)

where fγI (γ ) = 1
γ̄I

exp[−γ /γ̄I ]. By invoking fγI (γ ) and (27) into the above expression, after a few
manipulations, Fγ ef

S,R
(γ ) can be given as

Fγ ef
S,R

(γ ) = 1 − γ̄ LF
S,R

γ γ̄I + γ̄ LF
S,R

exp[−γ /γ̄ LF
S,R], (32)

where γ̄ LF
S,R = min(Q̄p/E [|hS,P |2], P̄max). By inserting Fγ ef

S,R
(γ ) into (11), with the aid of (12) and [34,

eqn. (3.383.10)], I1 can be given as

Ief
1 = 1

2
−
(

ϕ p

2

)(
γ̄ LF

S,R

γ̄I

)p

exp

[
γ̄ LF

S,R

γ̄I

(
ϕ + 1

γ̄ LF
S,R

)]



(
1 − p,

γ̄ LF
S,R

γ̄I

(
ϕ + 1

γ̄ LF
S,R

))
, (33)

and overall EP can be obtained with the aid of (13) or (21).

5. Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, the theoretical results are validated with the aid of simulations for various perfor-
mance criteria. In the simulations, EP figures are depicted for various aperture sizes (D), including
D = 3 mm, 100 mm and 200 mm’s for CBPSK modulation under weak, moderate, and strong
turbulence conditions. In all figures, we assume that � = γ̄R,D = γ̄ and ζ = 1 for notational brevity,
without losing generality.

Fig. 2a and 2b show the EP performance of the proposed scheme for instantaneous feedback
channel in the presence of moderate turbulence fading by considering two different aperture sizes.
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Fig. 3. Error probability performance of the proposed network for instantaneous feedback channel under
moderate turbulence conditions.

Fig. 4. Error probability performance of the proposed network for instantaneous feedback channel under
weak and strong turbulence conditions.

From the figures, we can understand that the theoretical results (eqn. (13) and (21)) are in good
agreement with the simulation. Moreover, the magnified figures on the bottom left of Fig. 2a and
2b show that the curves obtained from (13) quickly overlap with the simulation, whereas the curves
obtained from (21) perform like a tight upper bound at low and medium SNRs.

Fig. 3 shows the performance of the limited feedback channel in the presence of moderate
turbulence fading. We can also see that after the maximum available power (Pmax) is reached,
error floors occur and the diversity goes to zero. Moreover, we note that there is no diversity gain
between D = 3 mm and D = 100 mm curves; this is because the RF side limits the maximum
available diversity to 1 due to non-LOS (NLOS) conditions, and the EP difference between two
curves is about 5 dB.

Fig. 4a and 4b demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme for strong and weak
turbulence conditions. We can see from the figures that the difference between strong and weak
turbulence conditions is almost 0.5 dB at 5 × 10−2 EP when D = 100 mm. On the other hand, the
difference between both curves increases to 4 dB when when a point-like aperture (D = 3 mm) is
used at the destination.
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Fig. 5. Error probability comparison of instantaneous and limited feedback channels for various aperture
sizes when Pmax = ∞.

Fig. 6. Impact of primary-secondary interference on the error probability performance of the proposed
network for moderate turbulence conditions and Pmax = ∞.

In Fig. 5, EP performance of the proposed scheme is depicted for limited feedback and instan-
taneous feedback channels under moderate fading conditions. We observe from the figure that
limited feedback and perfect feedback channels achieve the same EP performances at medium
and high SNRs. However, the instantaneous feedback channel slightly outperforms to the limited
feedback in the low SNR regime.

In Fig. 6, the impact of primary-secondary interference is depicted for the proposed scheme by
considering a limited feedback channel. We can see from the figure that the increase in the primary-
secondary interference SNR (γ̄I) leads to error floors especially at the high SNR regime; this is
because the impact of interference becomes dominant compared to the white noise. Moreover, the
impact of primary-secondary interference enhances as γ̄I → γ̄S,R.

5.1 Design Guidelines

In this section, we illustrate some important guidelines that can be used in the design of practical
CR RF-FSO systems.
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� Fig. 4 proves that the limited feedback channel can be preferable in the design of practical CR
RF-FSO systems as it is easy to obtain the mean-value of the feedback channel and as it can
reduce the feedback errors.

� As the RF hop is modeled with Rayleigh fading channel due to NLOS channel conditions,
keeping the receive aperture size around 50 mm can be a cost-effective solution for CR RF-
FSO systems to cope with the turbulence induced fading without losing EP performance.

� The primary-secondary interference can be crucial for CR RF-FSO systems, as we can see
in Fig. 6. To reduce the effects of primary-secondary interference, the relay, which is closer to
the source node can be used in the transmission.

6. Conclusion
This paper has focused on the mixed underlay RF-FSO transmission, where RF communication
is employed at one hop followed by the FSO transmission on the other hop in a dual-hop
decode-and-forward configuration to provide full spectrum efficiency. To quantify the performance
of the proposed scheme, we derived closed form and asymptotic error probability expressions for
Rayleigh/EW fading channels by considering instantaneous and mean-value power allocations. We
further considered the primary-secondary interference and provided important design guidelines
for practical CR RF-FSO systems. We believe that the proposed scheme will be useful for next
generation wireless systems where a university student connected to an RF network wishes to use
their home computer over the FSO path.
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